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You Are Cordially Invited
Larry James and the Richardson East
Church of Christ have graciously consented to host our Annual Board Meeting
and Seminar this year. Departing from our
usual custom of having the Seminar in the
evening, we are inviting our friends to join
the Board for lunch on Saturday.
We are pleased that Harold Straughn
will be our featured speaker this year.
Appropriately
his new book The Five
Divorces of a Healthy Marriage (CBP
Press, St. Louis, Missouri) should be in the
book stores well in advance of our Annual
Readers' Seminar.
Inspired by recent research in moral
development theories, the authm- offers a
new perspective on the growth stages of a
marriage, suggestions for the creative use
of problems, ways to produce healthier,
stronger,
deeper experiences
of love.
Characterized as path-breaking, the book
projects better times ahead for marriage.
According to James W. Fowler, Professor of Theology and Human Development at Emory University, the title itself
reminds
us "that
the covenant
of
marriage needs to be reworked periodically in accordance with the challenges the
partners
must undergo,
together
and
separately."
Formerly Director of Writing Services
for Word Publishing Company, Harold is
currently an independent
consultant in
communications
based in New York City.
His work includes
research,
writing,
editing of print and film materials, and
marketing planning and fund-raising for
religious and charitable organizations. He
holds graduate
degrees from Abilene
Christian University and Harvard Divinity
School. He is the author of Through the
Bible with Those Who Were There (Com panion to The Living Bible, Tyndale
House, 1975) and numerous articles on
spiritual
development,
currents
in
theology, and interpersonal relationships .
We particularly urge our Texas readers
and those from neighboring
states to
make plans to join us at the Richard son
East Church on June 21.
Reservations for the luncheon/seminar
should be sent to Larry James at the
Richardson East Church of Christ, 1504 E.
Campbell Road, Richardson, Texas 75081
(Phone: (214) 231-8231). Cost is $5.00 per
person.

"TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY
THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR
MEANING ...
TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE THE
WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION
... TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING
THE MEANING
OF COD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
- EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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Nobody Ought To Know
What Starving Is Like
Bread for a Hungry World

We have to heighten our sensitivity to the needs of others as we live in a soft
and plush world-whether those needs be around the corner or around the
world.
By EDWIN S. GLEAVES
to cover the po litica l events in South Africa. O n th e
Dr . Martin Katahn of Vande rbilt University an- way, he becomes stranded in Add is Ababa, Ethiopi a,
where he hears of w idespread famin e and death in
noun ces a semin ar on his new Rotation Diet, which
is to meet for four weeks on Mond ay evenings. Ex- the countryside of that nation. His visits to th e
pecting a turnout of about fifty peo ple, he reserves a refugee camps br ing to the tel evisio n sets of th e
mod est-size classroom in Wes ley Ha ll on th e Van- western wor ld faces of thou sands of childr en dying
in a fam ine who se magnitude and horror defy the
derbi lt campus. His staff is not suffi cient to take all of
the calls that co me in, and by th e time he meets his imagination. 1
first group o n January 20 he has had to rent Langford
Actual ly, the fam ine in Ethiopi a wa s nothing new
Auditorium to accommodate the 1,200 people who
at all, bvt had been going on for over a year, virtual ly
want to know th e latest on the we ightiest of ignor ed by the outs ide wor ld. Thi s famine fol lowed
probl ems for many Americans- how to lose we ight.
by less than ten years sti ll another that had ravaged
Dr. Katahn th en moves on to the Nashvill e YMCA, t hat part of Africa in the early seventies.2
whi ch puts togeth er a 32-site week ly schedu le of
Nor was Ethiop ia alon e. In an area of the wor ld
wa lking and other physica l activity to help the hef- where peop le have an inad equat e di et in th e best of
ties stay true to the 12-week diet. Kroger stores are times, famine stalked the African co ntin ent from
the headquarters as 40,000-50,000 Nashvi llians at- Ethiopia in the east across the great Sahara to Mali
tempt to shed one mil lion pounds. Kroger shopp ers and Mauritani a in th e west, and down to Ango la and
report finding empty shelves w hich once held the Mozamb ique in the south. Literally million s of
foods marked especially for Rotation Dieters. On
peop le, most of t hem childr en, died, some of them
Tuesday, February 18, Dr. Katahn appears on NBC's before the very eyes of western visitors and jou r"Today" show, and millions of Amer icans hear nalists. Ten million peop le became migrants, looking
about the now -famous Rotation Diet -a nd, of for food and shelter. 3
course, awa it the appeara nce of the book which is
To those nur ses and doctors who att ended the
sure to make th e author a household word across dyin g ch ildr en, th e word "d iet" meant somethin g
our land. Who knows how many pounds of excess far different from what it means in Nashvil le, Tenweight wi ll be lost as a result of th is one diet?
nessee. It meant a chance for a child to survive, not
for an adu lt to lose 25 pounds or for the inhabitant s
Dateline: North Africa, October 1984:
of one city to lose a million pounds. I am sure that
A BBC foreign affairs corresponde nt is dispatched the Africans wou ld lik e the Rotation Diet if it meant
t hat, once in awh ile, th ey cou Id rotate to food.
Edwin S. Gleaves is Professor and Chair, Department of Library and Information Science, Peabody College, Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
The hearte nin g side of th is story is that , upon
Tennessee. This article is based on a sermon delivered at the Otter Creek
seeing
the se people in d istress, we respo nded as a
Church of Christ, March 2, 1986.

Dateline: Nashville, Tennessee, January 1986:
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nation. Congress appropriated $800 million in food
aid to Africa, much of which went to Ethopia. Rock
music stars banded together for an unprecedented
17-hour "Live Aid" concert on behalf of the starving
people of Africa. They raised over $70 million.
Churches across the land also came together as
one in an outpouring of Christian generosity and
concern probably unprecedented
in American
religious history, and additional millions of dollars
were sent to Africa through a variety of relief
organizations.
Even the cartoonists in our so-called "funny
papers" agreed on the theme of world hunger on
November 28, 1985- Thanksgiving Day. Ziggy and
his little animals pray: "And as we reach for second
helpings, please help all those who are reaching out
for firsts." In "Tiger"
Punkinhead asks his big
brother Tiger, "Is dinner ready? I'm starving!" "Starving?" Tiger replies: "you don't know what starving
is like." Little brother thinks a minute, then says,
"Nobody ought to know what starving is like."
That is what this article is about: "Nobody ought
to know what starving is like."

World Hunger Today
Yet it continues to happen. People are starving in
great numbers in an age of great abundance. It
would be comforting to believe that our work is
done, that famine is over, and that the hunger crisis
is behind us. But the hard facts tell us otherwise. In
Africa conditions are getting worse, not better: "At
the time of the last major African famine in the early
1970s, it was thought that chronic hunger and
malnutrition were the condition of eighty million
Africans. That number is now 100 million." 4
We live in a world of stark and cruel economic
contrasts. In general, these contrasts are not EastWest, as we think in political terms, but NorthSouth, that is, the northern hemisphere versus the
southern hemisphere. With a few notable exceptions in both halves of the world, the rich and wellfed countries are in the north, the poor and ill-fed
nations in the south. A recent UNICEF report entitled The State of the World's Children 79855 divides
the world into four groups according to the infant
mortality rate (IMR), or number of infant deaths
(before the age of one) per 1,000.
In 43 countries, many but by no means all of them
in Africa, the IMR is over 110, that is, over one in ten
children die as babies. In some countries that number is over 200, or two babies in ten. Life expectancy
in most of these countries is less than 50 years, in
some less than 40-the same as in the Middle Ages.
Many of these countries are in northern Africa, the
Middle East, and Latin America. In the low-infantmortality countries, of which there are 30, the IMR
4

runs from 25 in the Soviet Union to only 7 in
Finland, Japan, and Sweden. (The IMR in the U.S. is
11.) Most of these countries are in North America
and Europe, but also include Australia and New
Zealand among a few others. Life expectancy is
highest, at 76, in the Netherlands, Norway, Switzerland, Japan, and Sweden. (It is 74 in the U.S.)
Comparisons are implicit in these cold statistics,
but consider a few more explicit ones, according to
Ronald Sider in his book, Rich Christians in an Age of
Hunger 6 . The chapters are entitled "A Billion
Hungry Neighbors" and "The Affluent Minority."
1. In developing countries of the world one chi Id
in four suffers from malnutrition and one in four dies
before the age of five.
2. Infant mortality in these countries is ten to
twenty times higher than in developed countries.
3. Forty percent of all people in Latin America
have no access to health care.
4. Half the world's population does not get an
adequate diet and they go to bed each night hungry.
5. We consume enough food in this country of
235 million people to feed a billion people in the
poorer countries-partially
because of high consumption of grain-fed livestock. The irony here is
that experts are now telling us that high meat consumption is harmful to our health.
6. Put another way, we consume four times as
much grain per person as those in less developed
countries; and we consume as much as 150 times
the energy consumed by the average person in
many African countries.
7. Seen still another way, in our country we spend

The story of the Rich Man and Lazarus
should "explode in our hands when we
read it sitting at our well-covered tables
while the third world stands outside."
a mere 12.7 percent of our income on food, compared to over 60 percent in African countries,
where, of course, per capita income is only a fraction of ours. If you are spending 13 percent of your
incorne on food, a 50 percent increase will be a
minor irritation; if you are already spending over half
your income on food, such an increase may mean
severe malnutrition or even starvation.
Less we think that the famine is over, try to see
these statistics in human terms: at least 450 million
people in developing countries are malnourished,
while 1,000 children are dying daily in Ethiopia,
40,000 worldwide. I repeat, 40,000 children a day.
Dying. 7
Even these statistics have a way of flying over our
heads-out of sight, out of mind. One recent report

warns of the use of statistics: "A lot of statistics have
been thrown around about the number of people affected by the famine. Statistics are a handy tool
much too lightly used to dramatize tragic situations:
their variety and vagueness undermine." 8 Here is a
very concrete way of looking at how one in four persons on this earth lives today, as described by Robert
1-ieilbroner, a prominent economist:
We begin by invading the house of our imaginary
American family to strip it of its furniture. Everything
goes: beds, chairs, tables, television sets, lamps. We
will leave the family with a few old blankets, a kitchen
table, a wooden chair. Along with the bureaus go the
clothes. Each member of the family may keep in his
"wardrobe" his oldest suit or dress, a shirt or blouse.
We will permit a pair of shoes for the head of the
family, but none for the wife or children.
We move to the kitchen. The appliances have already been taken out, so we turn to the cupboards.
. . .The box of matches may stay, a small bag of flour,
some sugar and salt. A few moldy potatoes, already
in the garbage can, must be hastily rescued, for they
will provide much of tonight's meal. ...
Now we have stripped the house: the bathroom has
been dismantled, the running water shut off, the electric wires taken out. Next we take away the house.
The family can move into the toolshed ....
Communications must go next. No more newspapers, magazines, books--not that they are missed,
since we must take away our family's literacy as well.
Now government services must go. No more postman, no more fireman. There is a school, but it is three
miles away and consists of two classrooms .... There
are, of course, no hospitals or doctors nearby ... .
Finally, money. We will allow our family a cash
hoard of $5.00. This will prevent our breadwinner
from experiencing the tragedy of an Iranian peasant
who went blind because he could not raise the $3.94
which he mistakenly thought he needed to receive admission to a hospital where he could have been
curecl. 9

Multiply this situation by a hundred million and
you have an idea of the extent of world poverty.
World poverty is not just innocent children dying
every day; it is the anguish of a hundred million
fathers and mothers who watch them die because
they cannot feed their own children.
Contrast this state of affairs with the American
legislator who said that his constituents were so poor
that they could not possibly afford to pay another
cent in taxes. One irate voter, he pointed out, was
particulary hard-pressed after paying sales tax on his
two new cars, his summer camper, his houseboat,
and his motorboat. 10
Do we need to rethink our definitions of the
necessities of life?

Christian Teaching on Hunger and Poverty
What does all this mean to the Christian? What

should be our attitude toward the poor and the
hungry of the world-including
those in our own
country?
First, we have to realize that "there but for the
grace of God go I." We did nothing to deserve to be
born in this country, any more than we did to
choose our parents. On the other hand, we need
not feel guilty for being here, for the very same
reasons.
In order to feel for those who are suffering, we
have to think of those people as our brothers and
sisters, considering them as members of our own
family.

In order to feel for those who are suffering, we have to think of those people as
our brothers and sisters, considering them
as members of our own family .
The Christian definitely has responsibilities toward
the poor and the hungry. The law of the Old
Testament is replete with provisions for taking care
of the poor. The wisdom and prophetic literature
rings with indignation toward those who do not:
"Blessed is he whose help is the God of Jacob,
whose hope is in the Lord his God ....
He upholds
the cause of the oppressed and gives food to the
hungry" (Psalms 146:5-7). A little-known passage in
Proverbs foreshadows one of the great principles of
Jesus: "He who is kind to the poor lends to the
Lord" (Proverbs 19: 17).
What did Jesus say about those who are hungry
and poor? This is what he said will happen when the
Son of Man comes in his glory:

All the nations shall be gathered before him, and he
will separate the people one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. /-le will put
the sheep on his right and the goats on his left.
Then the King will say to those on his right, "Come,
you who arE' blessed by my Father; take your inheritance, the kingdom prepared for you since the creation
of the world. For I was hungry and )IOU gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and )IOU gave me something
to drink, I was a stranger and )ICJLJinvited me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sic!<and you
looked after me, I was in prison and )IOU came to visit
n1e.

11

Then the righteous will answer him, "Lord, when did
we see you hungty and feed 11ou, or thirsty and give
you something to drink? When did we see )tou a stranger and invite you in, or needing clothes and clothe
)IOU? When did we we you sic!<or in prison and go 10

visit 11ou?"
The l<ingwill reply, "I tell )IOU the truth, whatever
you did for one of the least of these brothers o( mine,
you did for rne." (Matthew 2S:32-40)

1'vl1W, 79/lb
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We rich Christians have real difficulty with the
story of the rich young ru ler 1 who boasted of having
kept all the commandments but still had the humility
to ask: What do I still lack?" You know the answer
that Jesus gave-for him to sell all his possessions
and give to the poor. The young man went away
sad, because he had great wealth. It is here that Jesus
makes one of his strongest statements: "It is easier
for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than
for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God" (Luke
19: 16-24). We call this hyperbole, exaggeration to
make a point, and so it is. But what if one of us sold
one of our family cars and gave the money to the
poor? Or if we were to forego the purchase of a new
one, or a camera, or a new tape deck? How many of
us have consciously made such a "sacrifice"?
The story of the Rich Man and Lazarus in Luke 16,
in which a rich man eats while a poor man longs to
eat what falls from his table, should, in the words of
one writer, "explode in our hands when we read it
sitting at our well-covered tables while the third
world stands outside." 11
The writer of I John puts it very simply and directly: "This is how we know what love is: Jesus Christ
laid down his life for us. And we ought to lay down
our lives for our brothers. If anyone has material
possessions and sees his brother in need but has not
pity on him, how can the love of God be in him?
Dear children, let us not love with words or tongue
but with actions and in truth" (1 John 3:16-18).

oil well.
They can see us. Can we see them?

The Christian Response in Life and Action
What can we do as individual Christians in the
face of such a massive-but
all too distantproblem? First, we can open our eyes to reality, even
when it is not on our own doorstep. Turn on "World
Vision" on your way to "Hill Street Blues" and you
will see it. We have to heighten our sensitivity to the
needs of others as we live in a soft and plush world-whether those needs be around the corner or
around the world.
Secondly, we can pray, like Ziggy, for those who
are reaching out for firsts--and those who are
ministering to them. Thirdly, we can make hunger
relief part of our churches' benevolent programs, by
seeing that part of our contribution goes to hunger
relief, both here and abroad. Likewise, we can make
world hunger part of our churches' educational programs.
We can also contribute directly to famine and
disaster relief organizations such as the American
Red Cross, Christian Children's Fund, Save the
Children, Oxfam America, UNICEF, and World
Vision. Many of these dedicate much of their effort
to programs that go well beyond disaster relief to
that of promoting self-sufficiency in such critical
areas as agriculture.
In the fifth place, we can work as citizens and
Christians for enlightened public policy that deals
with the issue of hunger. This can include writing letThe View from Outside
Don't think for a minute that the rest of the world ters to our congressman in favor of legislation on
cannot see us. A few years ago I was teaching in a behalf of the hungry. Senator Paul Simon of Illinois
Colombian
university, along with a team of tells us: "Someone who sits down and writes a letter
about hunger ... almost literally has to be saving a
professors from several South American countries.
An American movie came to town-one
of many, of life." 12
One unique organization in this area of concern is
course-that
aroused everyone's curiosity. It was
called Bob and C:iro/ and Ted and Alice, a rather Bread for the World, a Christian organization based
daring film about two well-to-do young couples (Bob in our nation's capital that works to direct U.S.
and Ted are doctors) trying to get in touch with their policy toward helping hungry people here and
feelings, usually by reaching out and touching abroad. I believe that Bread for the World is highly
someone who didn't belong to them. In the final effective and highly Christian. So do many members
analysis they stay true to each other, but the of the U.S. Congress:
Bread for the World has been singularly successful in
previews didn't make that clear. At any rate, several
encouraging citizens to put their conscience and comof us from the university went to see it, I the only
passion to good purpose in shaping our foreign assistAmerican in the group. I was fearful of what they
ance effort. The Hunger and Global Security Act ... is
might think of our morals, but when we went out for
a prime < xample of Bread for the World's ability to
coffee after the movie everyone had the same comgive pragmatic form to ethical and moral principles.
ment: You Americanos live like kings. You see, they
(Senator Joseph Biden, D-Del) 1 3
couldn't get past the medium to the message. Of
course not all Americans live as those young docIn the more than 10 years that Bread for the World has
tors, but our media seem to want to portray us as
been working on Capitol Hill, it has been an effective
rich and famous. These days, there is hardly a cout,force in the battle to eliminate hunger ... and in prodding our government to compassionate action. By
try in Latin America that does not show "Dallas"
working through our own government, we can do
and "Dynasty," in which money flows like a Texas
0

0

6

more for starving nations then we ever could through
our own individual contributions. (Senator John Danforth, R-Mo) 14

How much aid do we give to other countries? We
think of ourselves as the most generous country in
the world with our foreign aid, but that is simply not
the case. At the height of the Marshall Plan we gave
annually 2.79 percent of our total Gross National
Product (GNP). By 1960 that figure had dropped to
.53 percent of GNP and by 1981 to a mere .2 percent. Among the major industrialized nations we
rank 16th in the world in the percentage of GNP that
we devote to foreign aid. The Netherlands gives
away five times what we do on a percentage basis,
the Scandinavian countries four times, France three
times, and Austria, Germany, Canada, England, and
Australia two times. 15 Even so, a small percentage of
our enormous resources can go a long way in
staving off starvation for millions of people who can
only dream of a way of life such as ours.
Finally, we can maintain simpler, less wasteful
lifestyles. We can, without hurting ourselves in the
least, spend less on ourselves and more on others.
We can rid ourselves of the delusion that material
goods will bring us happiness and fulfillment. Far
from it, wealth only creates a desire for more
wealth. Perhaps it is a matter of not laying up for
ourselves treasure on earth. Perhaps it is a matter of
living simply so that others may simply live. 16
Hunger: An Explosive Force
There is at least one other reason to be concerned
about world hunger: our own survival. The Christian
should need no more than the Golden Rule or the
Greatest Commandments to want to give life to
others. We want to survive; if we love others as ourselves, we will want them to survive too. Feeding
the hungry may be much more than a Christian injunction; it may be a way of saving our own lives and
those of our children.
According to the 1981 report of the bipartisan
Presidential Commission on World Hunger,
The most potentially explosive force in the world to·
day is the frustrated desire of poor people to attain a
decent standard of living. The Commission believes
that promoting economic: development in general,
and overcoming hunger in particular, are tasks far
more critical to U.S. national security than most policy
makers acknowledge or even believe. 17

Senator Mark Hatfield (R-OR) warns us:
The greatest threat to this nation and the stability of
the entire world is hunger. It's more explosive than all
the atomic weaponry possessed by the big power,.
Desperate people do desperate things. 'a

The prophet Isaiah berated the children of Israel

for going through the forms of religion without
responding to the needs of the poor and the hungry.
The fasts which the Hebrews observed often ended
in quarreling and strife, to which Isaiah responds
with these ringing words of warning:

Is not this the kind of fasting I have chosen:
to loose the chains of injustice
and untie the cords of the yoke,
lo set the oppressed free and break every yol<e?
Is it not to share your food with the hungry
and to provide the poor wanderer
with shelterwhen you see the naked, to clothe him,
and not to turn away frorn your
own flesh and blood? (Isaiah SB:6-7)
Only when the people of God show compassion
for their brothers and sisters will their righteousness
avail. The promise is a beautiful one:

Then your light will break forth like the dawn,
and your healing will quicl<iyappear;
then your righteousness will go before you,
and the glory of the Lord will be your
rear guard.
Then you will call, and the Lord will answer;
you will cry (or help, and he will say:
//ere am I.
(Isaiah 5{3)3-9)
MISSION
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The Wisdom Literature Of The Old Testament-Part

I

Wisdom: The Craftsman
At God's Side
A Source for Spiritual
Truth and Guidance

The adoption of the wisdom perspective of the Old Testament enables
modern Christians to live so that every compartment of existence bears the
marks of God's wisdom.
By MICHAEL V. HOUSTON

Author's note: This is the beginning of a series of
articles on the wisdom literature of the Old
Testament that the editor of Mission Journal has
asked me to write. This first article is something of an
overview. In the next three articles, I shall examine in
rnore detail the teaching of the wise contained in the
wisdom books. The book of Proverbs is a catalogue of
sayings and admonitions directed to all who see!<to
find and maintain the harmonious and ordered life of
wisdom. Job and Ecclesiastes, on the other hand,
were written out of the experience of men whose
world had ceased to be ordered and harmonious.
The questions they raise are disturbing and honest, if
not down-right shocking, to Jews or Christians who
thin!< they have life and theology all figured out.
Finally, this series will culminate in an article which
will assess how the concept of wisdom, developed in
Old Testament and lntertestamental literature, has
influenced the way Jesus is perceived in the New
Testament as the unique embodiment of Cod's
wisdorn on earth.

T

he wisdom
literature of the Old Testament
(Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes) has had too
little impact upon Christian life and faith. Few
Christians give serious attention
to the Old
Testament as a whole, much less to the small body
of wisdom writings. Various reasons can be given for
this. The diffuse literary style of the wisdom writings

Michael Houston earned his 8.A. and M.A. in Religion from
Pepperdine University. He is rnrrently doing research for his
dissertation in Old Testament at the University of Iowa, Iowa
City.
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(e.g., the unconnected nature of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes) makes immediate comprehension
and
application of its content difficult. The wisdom
literature seems less exciting reading than the actionfilled historical sections of the Bible. Moreover, since
our Christian faith is centered upon the historical
life and deeds of Jesus Christ, many Christians simply
ignore the wisdom literature; thus it is not considered to merit serious, extended study and reflection.
Nevertheless,
the
Old
Testament
wisdom
literature is part of the Christian canon. Despite our
lack of appreciation and limited understanding of
this inspired literature, we must not underestimate
the value of these writings as a source for spiritual
truth and guidance for the Church. In this article I
shall suggest some insights which a study of the
wisdom books of the Old Testament can provide us.
The Goodness of Creation
One important wisdom perspective which many
Christians need to rediscover is the goodness of
creation. The influence of Neo-Platonic thought
upon the Christian view of "the world" has resulted
in an unfortunate division between the "material"
and the "spiritual/' 1 A radical distinction between
the "physicality" of the created order and "spiritual
reality" has created a chasm between the material
and the spiritual. For example, throughout
the
history of the Church it has been difficult for many
Christians to regard the "physical" act of sex as in
any sense a "spiritual"
activity. Likewise, within
Christian ministry, the radical separation between
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the "physical"
and the "spiritual"
realms has
created a faulty orientation of the Christian mission,
which concerns itself only with humanity's "spiritual
needs." I believe this partly explains our reluctance
to mix "preaching the gospel" with "worldly concerns" such as feeding and clothing the poor. This
radical distinction between the physical and the
spiritual needs of persons both hinders our effectiveness as Christian servants and obscures a fully
biblical view of what it means to be human. Is there
not biblical justification for serving people holistically?

givenness of the created order also enables us to appreciate more fully our daily life and experiences as
legitimate spheres of spiritual activity. The wise person recognizes Cod's order and presence as it is encountered within our material world. Consequently,
experiences we often regulate to the "secular
world," such as our jobs, educational pursuits, and
household responsiblities, can be viewed from a
more holistic view of life in which all the activities of
life are valued as potential embodiments of Cod's
creative order.
The Value of Human Experience

The affirmation of the goodness and Godgiveness of the created order enables us to
appreciate more fully our daily life and experiences as legitimate spheres of spiritual
activity.
In contrast to the antithesis between the spiritual
and the material worlds, the wisdom literature of the
Bible evinces a sense of wonder and appreciation for
the created order because it manifests Cod's
wisdom and order (Prov. 3: 19-20). The divine
"defense" before Job enumerates the creative wonders of Cod, reducing Job to awe and submission
(Job 38-41). Proverbs 8: 30-31 summarizes well the
wise person's esteem for Cod's created order:
Then I [wisdom] was the craftsmen at
his [Cod's] side.
I was filled with delight day after day,
Rejoicing always in his presence,
Rejoicing in his whole world
And delighting in mankind. (NIV)
Although the Christian doctrine of sin recognizes
how the creation (including humanity) became
marred by sin, this does not obliterate the beauty of
it. Newness of life experienced in Christ should entail a ren.ewed sense of joy and appreciation for the
created world and its wholesome activities. This
wisdom literature of Israel embraces that which is
good, harmonious, and life-giving; and it asserts that
these can be discovered and experienced in this
world. Thus an other-worldly emphasis upon the
heavenly goal of the Christian life needs to be balanced by the biblical affirmation of the legitimate
value of this material world. Consequently, an appreciation for the created order will result in a
greater sensitivity to the concrete physical needs of
people. The wise recognize Cod's intention that his
creatures enjoy a harmonious and wholesome life in
the present world.
The affirmation
of the goodness and Cod-

The wisdom literature of the Old Testament also
affirms the value of human experience. At times the
wisdom movement in ancient Israel has been·
described as humanistic in its approach toward life.
Yet in contrast to a "secular" humanism which excludes Cod from the arena of human activity and
experience, the religious humanism of Israelite
wisdom circles always presupposes a personal Cod. 2
Ideally, human social interactions are patterned after
a divine order. Whenever the principles of divine
wisdom are enacted, social interactions are patterned after a divine order. Whenever the principles
of divine wisdom are enacted, social harmony and
blessing are the results. However, failure to live
harmoniously and responsibly in society is deemed
an "abomination"
before the Lord (Prov. 6: 16-19).
Thus, according to the wise, reverence for Cod
results in both an esteem for the created order and
the cultivation of appropriate behavior within the
human community.
Learning from Observation
Human experience
was recognized
by the
wisdom teachers of Israel as an important source for
discovering wisdom. Although the wise esteemed
human learning and tradition, as is assumed in the
admonitions to follow the wisdom of "the fathers"
(Prov. 1:8; 2:1; 3:1; 4:1, etc.), many of the wisdom
instructions were grounded in an authority rooted in
human experience and observation rather than
merely the authority of the teacher. For example, an
evil like adultery (Prov, 6:20-23) was considered to
be wrong because of the consequences it would
bring to the adulterer. In order to demonstrate the
positive benefits of wholesome activities such as
diligent work (Prov. 6:6-8), the author encourages
his readers to observe the world of animals. In
another example of the value given to human experience and observation, the author of Ecclesiastes
learned the limitations of human wisdom through
personally experiencing every type of human enterprise which was available to him (Eccles. 1:12-13).
9
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Likewise the problem Job wrestles with is how to
reconcile his previous traditional wisdom with the
intense personal suffering he experienced. He is
unwilling to dismiss the legitmacy of his own experience even if it runs counter to the "orthodox
line."
Warnings against "foolish" behavior affirm clear
discussions of the disastrous consequences of evil
actions. Likewise the recurring appeal to follow "the
way of life" challenged the hearer to discern the
benefits of the righteous life. Thus it can be seen that
wisdom ethics were not centered upon a blind submission to authority; rather, they were centered in a
reasoned appeal for the hearer to recognize that
his/her actions would lead either to life or to death.

In contrast to a "secular" humanism
which excludes God from the arena of
human activity and experience,
the
religious humanism of Israelite wisdom
circles always presupposes a personal God.
This was the "order" of things established by a wise
God. The wisdom teacher's appeal to the consequences of evil raises an important question for
those who attempt to proclaim the Christian
message. Would not many today be more receptive
to an approach to the Christian Gospel and ethic
which utilizes the "rationalistic motive" of the wise
teacher rather than a message which promotes a
one-dimensional authoritative form of religion?
Unfortunately, the latter approach coupled with a
commandment-keeping
ethic is frequently
what
"outsiders"
identify as the core of the Christian
message. However, the appeal by "wisdom to
choose between life and death" (Prov. 8:35-36) can
be grounded in God's desire for what is authentically good for us. Thus God's commands are
neither arbitrary nor ground less, but are rooted in
the knowledge of what is truly best for every human
being. The instructions of God are prescriptions for a
wholesome physical and spiritual life. This is confirmed not only by divine pronouncement, but also
by verifiable human experience.
Besides learning from human actions, the wise person in Israel also studied the world of nature. One of
the fields of interest was the study and cataloging of
animals and plants (I Kings 4: 33; Prov. 30:24-31).
Since the world had been created by a wise God,
human reason could profitably study this natural order. Consequently, the ancient wise person would
not have been comfortable with the chasm between
science and religion which sometimes exists in our
time, for interest in the natural world was integrated
with a belief in God. The Creator had established the
1()

order and mechanisms, and the wise person could
discern them from human observation and reason
without help from other sources.

The Promotion of Wisdom in the Created Order
Belief in an orderly world created by God was the
basis for recognizing human responsibility for the
order and governance of the natural environment.
Wisdom was considered to be an inherent characteristic of God; and since God created human beings
to be the apex of his (wise) created order, it was expected that they shou Id share in the task of maintaining (or creating) order in the world 3 . Hence the
concern in Proverbs for the maintenance of the
social order should not be interpreted merely as a
justification for conservative social ideology, for the
sustenance of social order and propriety was the
goal of those who desired to foster an ordered (and
thus "wise") existence. Therefore such actions as
the misuse of the tongue were considered highly
detrimental to the necessary cohesion of a well-knit
community. Justice and compassion were to be implemented by the wise person in order to ensure a
well-ordered society; and the duties and rights of
kings were to be consistent with wise principles in
order to promote orderly rule (Prov. 31 :4-9).
Although modern Christians do not share the
specific socio-economic and political milieu of ancient Israel, the perspectives from the wisdom
literature which encourage responsible involvement
in the affairs of this world need reemphasis today if
Christians are to be "the salt of the earth." Since we
share the renewed image of God through Christ, "to
be like God" includes not only the usual characteristics of "spirituality";
but "godliness" also entails
the awareness that we are in "junior partnership"
with God to foster divine order in the world. Human
creativity and problem solving in so-called "secular
areas" of life should be recognized as legitimate extensions of God's intended purpose for human
beings. Not only are we joint-heirs with Christ in the

Wisdom ethics were not centered upon a
blind submission to authority; rather, they
were centered in a reasoned appeal for the
hearer to recognize that his or her actions
would lead either to life or to death.
future kingdom of God, but we are the leavening
agents now for God's ordering of creation. Through
us God's rule permeates all the structures and institutions of con tern porary Iife. 4 The wisdom
perspective assumed that the wise person would
have an integrative, holistic involvement in the
world.

.... _____ .,\11\stc
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he adoption of the wisdom perspective of the

T Old Testament enables modern Christians to live
so that every compartment of existence bears the
marks of God's wisdom. Neither individually nor
corporately can Christians fulfill the divine purposes
of God if life is compartmentalized so as to create a
division between the physical and the spiritual. All of
God's creation is of spiritual value and is worthy of
human attention and thanks. The work of the wise
Chr,istian will involve reclaiming God's intended order and spiritual beauty in the individual, the
society, and the physical world.

and the subordination of the created world to humanity.
Genesis 1 reflects, in my judgment, the impact of wisdom
perspectives, although the Creation account is not itself to
be classified as wisdom literature or the direct product of
wisdom circles.
4. For a helpful treatment of the ramifications of wisdom
insights and human responsibility for the Church see
Walter Brueggemann, In Man We Trust (Richmond,
Virginia: John Knox Press, 1972). Although in places he
over-emphasizes human independence in the pursuit of
ordering the world, he argues persuasively for a better
balanced Christian perspective on life and faith based on a
fuller understanding of the Old Testament wisdom
perspective.

NOTES

1. The Hellenization of early Christianity should not be
exaggerated. Yet, throughout much of the history of the
Church, Greek influence has been harmful with respect to
the radical separation between "the physical" and "the
spiritual." See A.H. Armstrong and R.A. Marcus, Christian
Faith and Creel< Philosophy (London: Darton, Longman
and Todd, 1960) for a balanced treatment of the
assimilation and rejection of Hellenistic influences by early
Christian thinkers. It is also important to note that
Hellenization entered pre-Christian Judaism, which in turn
had a great impact upon primitive Christianity.
2. Even Ecclesiastes, which is undoubtedly the most
skeptical book in the Bible, affirmed a belief in God. More
recent wisdom studies have shown that the religious
element in Israelite wisdom should not be underestimated.
3. Genesis 1, which emphasizes that persons were
created in God's image, stresses the orderliness of Creation
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Bread for the World (1986]). p. 15.
13. Quoted in "Tenth Anniversary, Bread for the World:
Ten Effective Years" (Washington: 13read for the World,
n.d.), p. 4.
14. Quoted in "What Else Can I Do About Hunger?"
(Washington: Bread for the World, n.d.), n.p.
15. Sider, pp. 42-43.
16. Attributed to Elizabeth Seton and, in a different rendition, to Charles Birch, in Sider, pp. 163, 247.
17. Quoted in Stephen Coats, "Hunger, Security and
U.S. Foreign Policy," BFW Background Paper, no. 53 (May
1981); cited in Sider, p. 29.
18. Mark Hatfield, "World Hunger," World Vision 19
(February 1975): 5; cited in Sider, p. 28.

Who's In Charge?-The Courts Decide
By NORMAN PARKS

the minister, Freeman T. Wyche, to the pulpit and
asked the elders to resign, the elders declared the
Who's In Charge Here Anyway? That question is congregation's action null and void as an invasion of
posed by Attorney Roy Willbern in his book on the their authority.
They promptly transferred the church's bank
relationship of the elders and members in a congregation of the Church of Ch1·ist. (The book can be account to thei1· own narnes and went to court, asking that the sheriff expel Wyche from the church's
ordered from Mission Journal for $1.50.) An unexr·esidence and that damages be paid by Wyche for
pected answer to Willbern's question came from the
challenging their authority. The elders contended
U.S. Supreme Court on January 13, when it affirmed
without opinion the holding of a florid a court 111 that all church property is vested solely in the elders
Blaci<v. Wrche, that the members are indeed in and the members have no sha1·E'in it, that tlw
members cannot unseat elders, and that the
charge.
The Blad< v. Wvchc decision is sure to cause decision-making process, including the hiring and
reverberations in American Churches of Christ. The firing of ministers, is entirely in the hands of the
elders. They charged that the congregational vote
case arose in Miami, Florida, when the elders of the
was not only a violation of the true policy of the
Liberty City Church of Christ attempted to fire the
minister despite the opposition of the members of church but was also unduly influenced by Wyche.
The defendant contended that the role of elders is
the congregation. When the members by an overshepherding; when the congregation refuses to
whelming vote (only six voting negatively) restored
follow them, they have no alternative but to step
Norman Parks is working on a family history featuring the stories of eight
generations

from 1634-1 <JB6in the Restor.ition Movement.
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A Word For Our Tintes
The Breadth Of Christ's love
Or Is This Place Big Enough For The Both Of Us?
We are sometimes so hurt by the
words, the actions, or the attitudes of a
brother or sister that we are tempted to
feel that there is just not room in one
congregation for the both of us. "I
have put up with a lot, but the Lord
doesn't expect me to put up with
that!" Yes, even that.
Have we considered what it would
be like to be in the same congregation
with the so-called heroes of the Bible?
How would you like to have been
Abraham's wife on a trip to Egypt?
Powerful government official: "I find
your wife quite attractive." Abraham:
"Oh, she's not my wife."
How about being one of Lot's
daughters? Sodomites: "Send out your
male guests so we may abuse them,"
Lot: "Oh,
no please, take my
daughters instead."
How would you like to sign a
business agreement dr·awn up by
Jacob? Poor Uncle Laban! Do you
think they had to worship in the same
congregation together?
How would you feel if you had been
a young Palestinian Christian sitting
across the table from the great Apostle
Peter listening to all he had to say
about the love of Jesus, and then had
seen him suddenly, upon seeing a
brother from Jerusalem, jump up from
the fellowship table and refuse to eat

with you again? How would you like
to be in the same congregation with a
guy like that?
Suppose you were a young talented
preacher of the Gospel, but you didn't
satisfy the requirements of the great
Apostle Paul-and he came down on
top of you like an irate, self-righteous
ton of bricks. How could you stay in
the same church with a man that
would do that to you? If it hadn't been
for the wisdom and patience of Uncle
Barnabas, we might never have heard
of John Mark again, The harsh words
and murderous deeds that came out of
Paul's extravagant zeal may seem to us
of some historical
interest,
but
Stephen's mother must have had a
continuous struggle to be able to
forgive him-··not to speak of worshiping with him.
How would you like to have Mary's
problem? During the Passover she
looks on helplessly as vicious, hateful
people curse, torture and finally
murder her boy, methodically and
with excruciating thoroughness, On
Pentecost, fifty days later, she is expected to welcome those same people
into her congregation, The incredible
thing is that, as far' as we know, she
does.
The glorious thing is that the breadth
of Christ's love takes in all these peo-

When life Becomes Too Much To Bear
One of the most obvious maladies of
our society is the inability of so many
persons to cope with life, Alcoholism,
drug addiction, and the cults are not
the immediate
faults of alcohol,
medicine, or religion but rather the
results of the desire to escape the
situations of life that are not so smooth
and wrinkle-free as one would like. All
too often when we discuss in our
moral egotism, as we often do, how to
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stop individuals from drowning their
sorrows in a bottle or a pill or how to
keep members of our churches from
drifting into cults, we forget that practically no one gets up one morning and
decides to destroy his or her relationships with Goel and others with
chemicals or escapist religion.
Why a person would rather be in a
drunken or dazed state of rnind than to
be' sober and in control of his or her

a columnfor
opinion and
personal
reflection
By Lynn E. Mitchell, Jr.
pie and that his death on the cross
makes the hostility between them irrelevant. He makes them one.
The amazing thing is that we look
back on these people-Abraham,
Jacob, Peter, Paul, Mary, and the saints
of Jerusalem-and
we feel as if we
want to be one with them.
The hard thing is not feeling one
with Abraham and Paul. (They're dead
and we don't have to get along with
them.) The hard thing is feeling one
with some of the brothers and sisters
God has given us right where we are.
There is a perverse song that sounds
strangely apropos here: "If you can't
be with the one you love, then love
the one you're with."
We are called as members of Christ's
community to realize that the breadth
of Christ's love encompasses people
we would never choose to be in the
same congregation with us. The problem is, God has chosen them to be in
the same congregation with us and
Christ has died to make us one. Since
that is settled, our job is simply to
understand this and live in accordance
with it. That's what the church is for.
We need to be really careful at this
point. If God has chosen someone to
live with Him forever, we probably
had better not tell Goel that this place
is not big enough for the both of us.

By John D. Madison
senses is seldom asked by many Christians. I believe a part of the reason 1s
that most just assurne that people
become that way because "it's fun." It
is true that rnany of us can look back
into our teenage years and remember
how we viewed nonsobriety as fun,
but we should not let those memories
blind us to the problems of those who
would rather be dulled in whatever
fashion than to he awake, l'or after thP
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pimples are gone and the crow's feet
begin to form around the eyes, dulling
the mind is no longer a teenage fling;
for many it is the way to keep their
sanity. It is easy to become judgmental, to insist they have never
grown up. In a way that is true, but the
immaturity is not the desire for fun. It is
rather a desperate escape attempt
from self and all the responsibilities
that come with living. Such persons
are frightened of enemies that only
they can see, and the most frightening
enemy is life and its demands as they
perceive them.
The appeal of the cults is found in
the same vein of fear. While many
believe in God, too many believe in
the God who begins each morning
demanding the perfect day. Because
they just don't know how to give Him
one, they find that all-powerful,
authoritative leader who can fill their

minutes,
hours, and days with
"idealistic,
religious action."
Such
activity enables them to believe that
now the wrath of God has been stayed
or at least transferred to their leader,
who has taken their responsibility for
living on his shoulders.
ls this not yet another escape from
what is believed to be too frightening
to face? I believe so. Practically
everyone I have known who has been
lured by the cultish mind-set sees God
as the ultimate slave driver who gives
no room for mistakes. They view
Christianity as a lengthy list of rules
hung every morning on the bathroom
mirror by the Almighty, but for them a
list too long and laborious to tackle. A
leader is needed to pin-point the most
important rules, a leader who has the
charisma to make them obey so that
God will no longer be angry.

How do we help these persons who
use chemicals and ideas to escape?
There are answers, but we must avoid
the simple "GET RIGHT WITH GOD"
response to their needs. Indeed, I
believe sincerely that it is the GRACE
OF GOD, THE LOVE OF CHRIST, and
THE POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
that "casts out all fear," but not when
used as cliche or as a quick-fix magical
formula. It is when we lovingly and
patiently live lives before them that
demonstrate that the human spirit infused with God's Spirit can face and
live through any trial and that God
does not have to be a monster to be
God. This certainly does not exhaust
the ways we help the fearful, but I
believe it is where we start. It is here
that the old saying holds true: "The
journey of a thousand miles begins
with the first step."

By Thomas A. Langford

A British Patriarch
I first met him almost twelve years
ago. My family and I were in England
attending a Tennyson conference in
the Lake District. On the flight over I
had read The Memoirs of David King
and I was eager to know more about
our companion movement in the
British Isles. I recalled that over JOO
years earlier Alexander Campbell had
made a tour among warmly appreciative British audiences and I longed to
establish significant
"connection"
with our English "cousins" in the
Restoration family.
Our hotel in the London area was
the Hampstead Posthouse; so it wasn't
very far to the little chapel in l<entish
Town where we met R. 13.Scott. He
was the patriarch of the little congregation, known as Hope Chapel Church
of Christ, that had been meeting continuously at this location since 1871.
While
the present
membership
numbered less than fifty, in the early
part of the century the little chapel had
been regularly filled with over 100.
Bro. Scott remembers that they had
"seven deacons who would not be
called elders or bishops because they
felt they did not qualify- most of us
thought they did! They did the
preaching among the other churches
in London and southern counties,
never having more than their traveling
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expenses, and all except one (retired)
worked in one way or other for their
living."
The service that day was simple and
appealing to me--quaint by stateside
standards-but somehow it evidenced
what I conceived as the spirit of the
early church in some of the cities this
side of Jerusalem and Antioch. One
sensed that this small band of disciples

had made little compromise with or
adaptation to the alien world around
it. The hymnbook contained no notations and the leader "lined out" the
words and set the tune. The Scriptures
were read, reverently and for their
own sake, not merely as a text for the
"minister's" sermon. In fact there was
no sermon, in the usual sense; a
brother simply gave a message from

Tom Langford (center) and his son Curt examine R.B. Scott's cherished
1908 hymnal as he looks on.
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the Scripture, admonishing the saints
to faithfulness. He was followed by
another with a brief "exhortation."
The Lord's Supper was particularly
moving as we all shared from one loaf
and one cup, a matter of very real symbolic importance to these brethren,
rather than a law about which to be
contentious. It was obvious that to
them the Supper was as much a matter
of "sharing" as it was merely "taking
the elements." Finally, the collection
was taken in a little box with just a slot
in the cover, lest there be a "show" of
one's giving.
But I began to write about the oldest
member,
R.B. Scott. Approaching
ninety at that time, he demonstrated
all the grace and faithful devotion we
had hoped to find among our British
brethren. He talked with us after services, about their history, their hymnbooks, their relations with American
brethren. We fell in love with him and
thereafter began a correspondence
that has continued to the present. His
letters have provided many of the
details I longed to know of the churches in England and their distinguishing characteristics.
The well-used
hymnbook belonging to his late wife,
Mary, came in the mail one day ;,s a
deeply cherished memento of our
mutual interest in the church's music.

Issued in 1908 by the "Cooperation of
Churches of Christ in Great Britain and
Ireland," it represents, in Bro. Scott's
informed judgment, the best of the
hymnbooks published to date. He was
quite frank in his appraisal of most U.S.
h 1mnbooks: the notations "obscure
th,c words and therefore the thoughts
of the singers," the "continuous
repetition of words in choruses comes
near disobedience to the Savior's command 'Use not vain repetition as the
heathen do,"'
and many of "the
literary and spiritual gems" of the
older hymnals have been sacrificed.
In 1983 we again visited Hope
Chapel and found Roy Scott still
faithfully
attending
every service,
though by then living with a daughter
and commuting about thirty miles by
train. He remembered us after the
lapse of almost ten years, and we had
another delightful conversation after
services. My last letter (September,
1985) indicated that he had returned
to a flat about one-half mile from Hope
Chapel. It was evident that he was

happy about returning to the proximity
of the church he had loved so long and
well. In October he sent me an announcement of the 114th anniversary
service for Hope Chapel. He has been
attending there himself for almost
seventy-five years and is still serving as
secretary though approaching the century mark in age.
In the flurry of campaigns and programs mounted so feverishly in our
own country to promote "church
growth," it has been most salutary for
me to know Bro. Scott. He serves to
me as a reminder of the more genteel
and scrupulous clays of our Movement, a tie through history to the
glorious plea we have largely forgotten, or discarded. We do well, I think,
to reflect on and honor men and
women who have been such an important part of our heritage-impmtant because by their testimony they
have demonstrated what it means to
be simply Christians, in association
with what is, simply, "the church."

SPEAKERS OF A WORD FOR MAY: Lynn E. Mitchell, Jr. is Teaching
Minister at the Bering Drive Church of Christ in Houston and a Mission
Trustee. John D. Madison is a counselor at the Bancroft School for the
mentally handicapped in Haddonfield, New Jersey. Thomas A. Langford
is Professor of English and Associate Dean of the Graduate School of
Texas Tech University and a Mission Trustee.
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Turkish military and civilian authorities as well as
from the media. Although we had hoped to keep a
low profile until we had definitive evidence that our
site indeed contained the remains of the ark, we
could not prevent the media from giving the story
wide attention. Consequently, reports from Turkey
indicate a team of Turkish archeologists started
digging at the site in September. Needless to say, we
are eagerly awaiting news of their findings.
ased on our observations, we regard the followas facts: (1) a boat-shaped object has been
found at the elevation of 6300 feet; (2) it is manmade; (3) it contains an organized pattern of metal
underground; and (4) its location and dimensions
are consistent with those of the biblical ark. If, indeed, the ark has been found, then it is one of the
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greatest archeological finds of all times. Obviously, it
would be tremendous testimony to the trustworthiness of the Bible.
However, regardless of what this site contains, the
ark carries a profound spiritual message. Those who
were inside the ark were saved from God's judgment on a rebellious race, while those who were
outside perished. The ark is an amazing picture of
the Lord Jesus and his salvation. Those who are in
Him are saved, but those who are not perish-the
Scriptures tell us. It is noteworthy that the only mention Christ made of Noah and the Flood is in Matthew 24 and Luke 17 in the context of his second
coming. Would the unveiling of the ark by God at
this moment in history be yet another sign that
Christ's return is near at handL _______________
M1ss10N
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and the Church
Suffer The little Children:
Dedication And Blessing

By CAROLYN K. MITCHELL
he Churches of Christ have long had the need for

T some symbolic action of a child's consecration
to the Lord, a means of expressing what our children

mean to us, especially in relation to Christ and his
Church. Through ritual, a part of the human
experience is expressed. Our wedding and funeral
ceremonies are regarded and held within the Christian context. Why shou Id it not be so for the gift of
beginning life?
In the 1960s the Bering Drive congregation in
Houston, Texas, under the leadership of Pat Harrell,
experimented with a significant innovation in the life
of our church family. Pat introduced Bering Drive to
the "child dedication" service, which was already
widespread in other "adult baptism" churches. (The
ceremony is practiced only by churches which practice adult or believers' baptism and is in no way a
substitute for baptism or an imitation of "christening.") This practice was revived at Bering Drive in
1979 under the leadership of Carolyn and Lynn
Mitchell and has been scheduled yearly for the last
several years.
Child-Parent Dedication is an opportunity
for
parents to dedicate themselves in a public communal way to the task of bringing up their children
in the nurture and admonition of the Lord. It provides an opportunity for the whole church to commit themselves as a spiritual family to support and
nourish the children and the families represented.
The service underlines the importance of community life together and spotlights the transcendent importance of God's gift of children to parents and to
the church. It helps to clarify the role of young
Carolyn K. Mitchell holds the Masters of Religious Education from the
University of St. Thomas in Houston and is former Minister of Children's
Education at the Bering Drive Church.

children in the church, who, though as yet unbaptized, are a full-fledged part of the community,
requiring our acceptance, support, and training. Put
simply, the Child-Parent Dedication Service is a time
of praying for one another and committing ourselves
to one another.
At Bering Drive the service is incorporated into the
body of Sunday morning worship. Several songs are
sung appropriate to the theme of dedicating young
lives to the Lord, with the children's chorus singing
their own favorites. During the chosen processional
song, parents come bringing their young ones to the
front, where elders await them. A charge to the
parents is given by the minister to which the parents
respond. After a dedicatory prayer, a charge is given
to the congregation calling for their commitment to
be supportive and to share in the responsibility; the
congregation responds. A blessing is then pronounced on the children after which the recessional
song is sung.
The Bering family looks forward each year to this
ceremony. It has been profoundly meaningful to the
parents and their community. Following is the actual
order of worship for one of these services.
BLESSING OF THE CHILDREN
DEDICATION OF PARENTS
A Shared Service of Consecration
September 15, 19B5
Announcements

and Welcome

Choral Gift Of Song:
"On Zion's Glorious Summit"
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Call To Worship:
Psalm 89: 1-2, 5
Choral Gift Of Song:
"Take My Life, 0 Father, Mold It"
Introductory

Remarks

Processional Song/Children's Chorus:
"Jesus Loves Me"
Charge to Parents and Responsorial:
MINISTER:

Before setting your child apart in dedication, I invite you to enter into a covenant with God. In bringing this
little child for Christian dedication, you are accepting before God the sacred responsibilities of fatherhood
and motherhood. By this symbolic act you seek to express your faith tha. this little one is not only your
child, but God's child.
Is it your desire to dedicate this precious one to God, looking forward to the day when this act of dedication
shall be followed at an appropriate age by baptism, thus entering into full and happy membership in the
church?

ANSWER:

It is.

MINISTER:

Is it your desire to share your joy with this congregation and to have also their prayers, counsel, and love in
the task of Christian family growth?

ANSWER:

It is.

MINISTER:

Do you here this day recognize this child as a gift of Cod, and give heartfelt thanks for Cod's blessing, and
now dedicate this child to the Lord who gave him/her?

ANSWER:

We do.

MINISTER:

Do you here this clay ask God's blessings upon his/her life, to guide and guard him/her through all his/her
life, thereby fulfilling the trust placed upon you as you rear them for him?

ANSWER:

We do, with Cod's help.

Dedicatory Prayer ......
MINISTER:

Minister and Elders:

Lord God, who gives life in Jesus Christ, bless these children, as Jesus blessed the children in His earthly
ministry. Bless what we do here to the end that these children may increase in wisdom and stature and in
favor with you, and with all humankind. Grant your grace to these parents, that the growth of tlwse
children may be toward your Kingdom. Cive to all of us some measure of Christ's love and appreciation of
children. Help us all to do our part in building a better world wherein our children may grow up in lwalth
and happiness. In the name of !Jim who took children i11His .irms and blessed then1, we lift our prayers.
Arn en.

Charge to Congregation and Responsorial:
MINISTER:

The responsibility of Christian training of these children cannot be discharged within the imnwdiate family
relationship alone. As we Christians are members of one another, we must all share in this responsibility that it be for good and not ill. These families need to be surrounded always by your love and prayer,. Tlww
children need to be told the good news of the gospel, to see your witness, and to be in your fellowship, so
that together we rnay become more and more the body of Christ. Do you so covendntl

RESPONSE: We do, with Cod's help. Parents, you have offered your children to the strong and tender providence of
Cod, and to the nurture of the church. We accept with humility of spirit, seriousness of purpose, and loving
care, our responsibility for the spiritual welJ ..being of these children. By our example and our words we will
support your parental role. We pray that the life and witness of each of us will make your task both joyful
and fruitful.

The Blessing:
MINISTER:
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"I say to you, unless you turn and become like children, you will never enter the Kingdom of he<1ven.

Whoever humbles himself like this child, he is the greatest in the Kingdom of heaven. Whoever receives
one such child in my name receives me." (Matthew 18:3-5)
Children, you are now consecrated to the Lord. For you, Jesus was born, lived, suffered, and died. Yet you
.know nothing of this. May home, family, and church nurture and encourage you in the knowledge of this
good news, and toward your decision for Jesus Christ. We dedicate you to God and to his service through
Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour. Amen.
RESPONSE: Amen.
MINISTER:

Look upon these, your children in the Lord!

Recessional Song/Children's Chorus
"Jesus Loves The Little Children"

Sermon
"Every Child Deserves Two Families"

Prayer Of Concern

Hymn
"Can You Count The Stars?"

Scripture Reading:
1 Timothy 1 :3-7

Hymn
"Bread Of The World"

(continued on p. 7 7)
aside. He also pointed out that since the congregation had elected the elders, the members could also
end their tenure.
Sinee the first vote of the congregation had not
followed
established rules of order, the court
ordered a second vote, which was again overwhelmingly in favor of retaining Wyche and removing the elders. Whereupon the court ordered the
elders to return the church's bank account and
barred them from drawing on the church's money to
pay the costs of their suit. It also found the polity of
the church to be congregational and the church's
action to be valid.
The elders appealed their case all the way to the
U.S. Supreme Court, contending that they had exercised their God-given authority and should be sustained by law. When this appeal failed, they
instituted a new suit, this time charging that their
action in firing Wyche and controlling the church
property was secured by the First Amendment and
asking that the decision of the local court be set
aside as unconstitutional. Their second suit was particularly vu Inerable since they themselves had instituted the first suit. In that suit they acknowledged
that the court had jurisdiction and asked that it be
used to restore them to control of the church and
award them damages from Wyche. In the second
suit they reversed their position with the claim that
under the Constitution the court had no jurisdiction
over them.
The Liberty City Church of Christ is a predominately black congregation.
It was started in the
home of Wyche's grandfather and brought to flower
under the evangelism of Marshall Keeble shortly
after World War I. Wyche was called to the church
eight years ago from Houston, where he had p1·eached for an integrated church. 1--leis a graduate of the
now defu net Nashville Christian Institute.

Elders Mannie Black and Moses Williams, who
fired Wyche because he preached too much on
Christian living and too little on "first principles,"
have started a "loyal" Liberty City Church of Christ
and have urged other churches that had their origin
in the original church to "withdraw
fellowship"
from it.
B/aci< v. Wyche figured prominently in the oral
argument before the Arkansas Supreme Court in
March in the suit against the elders of the Sixth and
Izard Church of Little Rock since the Little Rock
elders were making claims of authority identical to
those of the Miarni elders. In the suit Brown v. Gipson the Sixth and Izard elders claim that elders cannot be chosen by or removed by the members, that
all property of the church is exclusively held by the
elders, that it would violate their consciences to
report the disposition of church funds to the
members, and that they alone make the decisions of
the church. Even though the Sixth and Izard Church
is incorporated as a non-profit institution, the elders
maintain that the Arkansas laws governing such corporations are not-under
the First Amendmentapplicable to them.
Gipson, the pulpit minister of the church and also
an elder, categorically denies that the members have
any right to know what his annual salary is. One of
the purposes of the suit instituted by Joe Brown, a
former deacon ("fired ... for 'sinning' by bringing
'your leaders' into court" [see Mission Journal, June,
1985]), and Dr. Tip Nelms, a former elder, is to compel a detailed accounting of all receipts and expenditures, including all salaries paid. Bob Scott, the
third plaintiff and a Little Rock lawyer, argued the
case before the state supreme court, hitting hard at
the position of the elders that they are, in effect, the
church and the members are merely adherents.
MISSION
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A Holy Terror: Doug Mariette's "Reverend Dunn"
PREACHER: THE WIT AND WISDOM Of REVEREND WILL B. DUNN
(Thomas Nelson, 1983), $4.95. JUST A SIMPLE COUNTRY PREACHER:
MORE WIT AND WISDOM Of REVEREND B. DUNN (Nelson, 1985), $4.95.
Reviewed by C. LEONARD ALLEN
Meet the Reverend Will B. Dunn:
tive, the viewpoint, comes out of that. tries his hand at a newspaper advice
preacher of the gospel in Bypass, They don't teach subversive ideas in column and, for some strange reason,
North Carolina, syndicated advice
the Magnolia Street Baptist Church in finds himself a hit. He revels in the success. "It's hard to stay humble when
columnist, minister to the fabulously
Laurel, Mississippi."
well-to-do,
the human
relations
Mariette's Reverend Dunn is a holy you're a hot property," he thinks to
specialist. Dedicated to seeing his terror in the pulpit, wise to the ways of himself, "lucky I'm so good at it." Unsmall flock mature in the ways of the
a lethargic congregation. On one daunted by the sirens of success, he
Lord, Reverend
Dunn faithfully
occasion he is standing in the pulpit, decides to begin his own television
preaches, cajoles, berates, ducks flying
thinking to himself: "This looks like a show. If Jerry Lee Swagger can do it,
tomatoes, and seeks the lost and
tough audience! A congregation can he reasons, so can I. He launches the
backslidden.
Through
it all we
turn on you like a pack of wild show but makes his first tactical
see-usually with our sides splittingby naming
the call-in
animals! ... " In the next frame he is mistake
the ridiculous foibles, the thinly-veiled
preaching to them: "And so we see in telephone the "gimme phone." From
pretensions, the genuine caring, the
the parable of the prodigal son ... " there, it's all downhill.
The two collections of Reverend
"PHOOEY!"
says someone in the
bemused bewilderment,
and the
hardy faith of one who has the courage
audience. "Ahern!" Dunn continues, Dunn cartoons, if nothing else, prove
and tenacity to serve as a spiritual pro"in the parable we see ... " "YOUR once again that when it comes to the
fessional.
MOTHER WEARS ARMY BOOTS!" religious life of human beings there is
The creator of this spiritual comedy
"Excuse me, sir," Dunn retorts, "is an endless supply of raw material for
of errors is Doug Marlette, who does
that your nose or are you eating a farce and dark comedy. It confirms
political cartoons for the Charlotte
pickle?!" Then amid congregational that when we aren't crying over it all
laughter, he thinks, "A preacher has to we can at least settle for laughter.
Observer and whose Reverend Dunn
know how to handle hecklers."
Through Dunn, Marlette helps us find
series is nationally syndicated under
the title "Kudzu." Mariette's political
With a congregation that often the laughter, and through that perhaps
and religious cartoons have drawn
appears to know more about J.R. even our health and sanity too.
To those who take their politics and
Ewing than Jesus Christ, more about
both the angry criticism and high
praise of the readers over the last the top ten than about the Ten Com- religion with unerring seriousness, the
several years. Criticism, because he
mandments, Dunn is not above gim- lighthearted lampoons cut to the quick
micks to turn their flabby, distracted and stir cries of irreverence, subvermanages from time to time to assault
minds toward spiritual things. He finds sion, and perhaps blasphemy. But for
most southern biases; praise, because
he touches deftly tragic ironies that so out just how bad things are, however, those who find that laughing is often
when he gives the congregation a better than crying when confronted
often accompany life in this world.
But with all the criticism and all the
spiritual maturity test and discovers he with typical human goings-on, the carpraise, Marlette insists that all he can
must lower the grading scale to toon caricatures stir, amid the laughter
and shock of recognition, a hopeful
accommodate them.
say about the views reflected in the
cartoons is that they are his own. He
Despite the fickleness of his con- sense of grace, a sense all too easily
grew up in the churches and schools of
gregation, Dunn takes heart that there lost that God somehow manages to
the South, and his work reflects it. "As
is a world of receptive and needy work his purposes in spite of the
I look back through my work," he people out there. To reach them he gracelessness of his servants. __MISSION
commented in a recent interview,
"I'm always amazed by how much of
what I do just comes out of having Leonard Allen received a Ph.D. in the History of Christian Thought from the University of Iowa. He
has preached a number of places, and his articles have been published in various religious magazines
gone to Sunday School. The perspec- and journals.
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Bruce L Edwards
Named
Book Review Editor

is vita is staggering, revealing the wide range of
abilities and experiences Bruce L. Edwards
brings to his tasks as the new Book Review Editor of
Mission journal. Our readers will already be familiar
with his writing and reviewing.
A graduate of Kansas State University (M.A.) and
the University of Texas at Austin (Ph.D.), Bruce is an
Assistant Professor in the Department of English at
Bowling Creen University, Bowling Creen, Ohio.
I-le teaches writing and literature courses, and
recently developed a course in Modern Religious
Fiction. His 1·esearchinterests, however, lie mostly in
other directions, e.g., microcomputers in composition instruction, the rhetorical and linguistic bases of
composition theory and pedagogy, contemporary
literary and hermeneutical theory.
Judging from his past articles in Mission and
elsewhere, one would not guess that without his
wife's encouragement he "wou Id never have read
the fiction of C.S. Lewis, Charles Williams, Dorothy
Sayers, and Frederick Buechner." For those of us
addicted to stories he makes an unusual confession:
"I like theory, rhetoric, and linguistics much more
than I like fiction or poetry. I am the kind who would
rather read about a novelist or the theory behind a

H

novel, than read the novel itself .... I'd much rather
curl up with a good book on epistemology than
almost any story as such."
A prolific writer, Bruce has had articles published
in such diverse journals as New Oxford l<.evie1111,
Literature and Belief, and Writing Instructor. He has
several entries in The Dictionary of the Bible and
Biblical Tradition (Eerdmans). lie has authored two
books scheduled for publication this fall: Processing
Words: Writing and l<.evising on a Microcomputer
(Prentice llall) and !\ r<.hetoric of l<.eacling: C.S.
Lewis's Defense of Western Literacy (Brigham Young
University). A member of the Modern Language
Association, National Teachers of English, and the
Rhetoric Society of America, he was recently
selected for Who's Who in l<.eligion.
Bruce is not all books, rhetoric, epistemology, and
microcomputers.
He is a family man, readily con
fessing that he would never have made it without his
wife Joan. After "suffering through two graduate
degrees" with him, she is currently completing her
own business degree.
As a family they have four loves: baseball,
baseball, baseball, and softball. 13ruce plays in two
19
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summer softball leagues and Joan in another. Two of
their children play organized baseball. And they are

devotes of three major league teams. Says Bruce,
"We all firmly believe that heavenly Jerusalem is
built upon a baseball diamond." They love to load

up their station wagon with Matthew,
Mary
Elizabeth, Justin, and Michael (ages 2-11) and go
"adventuring" to such places as Six Flags, big cities,
book stores and, of course, baseball games.
Mission Journal welcomes Bruce to our staff.

Guide for Book Reviewers
By BRUCE L. EDWARDS
A. A useful and informative book review should include these kinds of components:
1. Correct bibliographical information.
2. Succinct and lucid surnrnary of the book itself, its argument, point of view, frameworks, precursors, impact, etc.
3. Evaluation of the work: its strength, weaknesses, innovations, cliches, controversies, likely endurance, its place in
the theological, religious, literary spectrum.
4. The audience to which it will most likely be useful or helpful.
5. Component 2 should be presented with as dispassionate a voice and tone as possible; the reader should gain as objective a view of the book's contents as possible. Component 3 permits the reviewer to examine the book from his
or her own perspective and point of view as well as that of the author and his background.
6. These components should not, however, be consider-ed an organization principle for the review; reviews are expected to be lively, well-written, provocative, and accurate. This editor reserves the right to shorten or edit submissions at his discretion.
B. FORMAT should be somewhat as follows:

Fieading With the Heart: A Cuide to Narnia by Peter J. Schakel (Grand Rapids; Eerdmans, Pub. Co., 1978), 234 pp.
Reviewed by Bruce L. Edwards
1040 Village Drive
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
In his third book about C. S. Lewis, Peter Schakel has managed to balance the best of both worlds: sound literary
analysis, coupled with devotional appreciation for an enduring work of children and adult fiction. Schakel draws
·-------···----

------·-·-·----·-·---------

C. WORD LENGTH AND OTHER SPECIFICATIONS: Word length should normally fall between 300-500 words per book
reviewed, though longer reviews of several books on a similar theme are invited and encouraged. All reviews should
be typed, double-spaced with 1 V, inch margins. The reviewer should submit an original and two photocopies of the
review, if possible. If the review is available on diskette for Apple or IBM, this would be also warmly received.
D. IDENTIFICATION: Reviewers should include some biographical information with their submissions.
E. SENDING REVIEWS: Unsolicited reviews are welcome. I also assign reviews and acquire review copies from
publishers for interested reviewers. If you are interested in becoming a regular reviewer for Mission Journal, please
write to me at the address above. All reviews and queries should be mailed to me at the same address.
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Noah'sArkHave We Found It?

"The ark came
to rest on the mountains
of Ararat."

By JOHN BAUMGARDNER

his chapter in our lives opened in Apri l 1985
when my wife Jean noti ced a bri ef Associated
Press articl e announc ing that Ark -hunting season
was soon to resum e. The story summarized th e efforts from the summ er of 1984 and in particu lar
ment ioned the work on a site about fifteen mi les
south of Mt. Ararat. Thi s recalled an article I had
read in 1981 about th e same site. The individu al
respo nsible for th e inv esti gat ions in both cases is
Ron Wyatt, an anesthetist in Nashvi lle, Tennessee. I
felt moved to give Mr. Wyatt a call, main ly to enco urage him to take some rock sampl es from the
surrounding area so th at th e geological setting could
be better characterized. After hear ing of my
background and research, Ron invit ed me to take:
part in his next expe dition . With some enco uragement from my wife I accepted the invitation ,
made th e necessary trav el arrangement s, bought th e
outdoor gear I thought would be useful in a remot e
part of the world , and left from New York on June
1 with Ron and David Fasold of Stu art, Florida, who
had accompanied Ron on his previous trip .
After a jet -lag day in Ankara the team flew to Erzurum in eastern Turkey, where we hired a driver
who wit h his reliable Renault taxi drove us to
Dogubeyazit, a town on ly about ten miles from the
border of Iran. There we spent five days investigating
the site first identified in modern ti mes in 1959 by a
Turki sh army captain who was studying NATO aerial
photograp hs of eastern Turkey.
One of the 1958 aer ial photographs revealed a
strikin g boat-shaped formation approx im ate ly 500
feet lo ng at 6300 feet elevat ion o n the northw ard
slope of a mountainou s ridge some fifteen mil es
south of Mt. Ararat. Newspape rs in Turkey and the
United States carri ed the story, and in the summer of
1960 an archeo logical team from the United States

T

John Baumgardner holds a Ph.D. in geophysics from UCLA a nd is a staff
member of Los Alamos National Laboratory. As a consequence of the investigations described in th is article, he has been interviewed on the 700
club, the Today Show, 20/20, an Albuquerque TV station, and a Los
Angeles radio stat ion.

mounted an exped it ion to th e site. The team spent
two days th ere; upon findin g no wood or obvious artifacts indicating the remain s of a boat , they reported
at a news conferen ce that th ey felt the object was
likely only a natur al formation . Photograph s from
the expedition as well as th e original aerial photo
were carr ied in a story by LIFE magazine in September 1960. Incredibly , no one returned for any further
investigation until 1977, wh en Ron Wyatt and his
two sons made the trip. Ron returned in 1979 and
made two visits again in 1984. Based on his observations, Ron was fully persuaded the site co ntained the
remains of No ah's ark . The main diffi culty in proving
this cl aim was that any remain s w ere buried beneath
tens of feet of soil and rocks-the result of a massive
mud slide in the area.
At this point you may be asking, " I thought th e ark
was suppos ed to have landed on top of Mt .
Ararat - how co uld it be fift een mil es away at such a
low elevation?" First of all, th e Bible says th at the ark
came to rest "upon the mount ains of Arar at." The
word in th e Hebrew text trans lated Ararat is Ur artu ,
which was an ancient kin gdom in the region . Further, many early historians attest that the remains of
the ark were visibl e and cou ld be visited on a routine
basis by travelers through the area. For examp le,
Berosus, a third century B.C. Babylon ian histori an,
says, "But of this ship that grounded in Armen ia
some part still remains in the mountains of the Gor dyaea ns (Kurds) in Arme nia, and some get pitch
from the ship by scraping it off, and use it for
am ulets." If the ark indeed were located near the
16,946 foot summit of Mt. Ararat -a recently formed
stratovolcano covered by a large glacier and quite
treacherous to climb - it wo uld not have been
rout ine for trave lers to visit its remains. Josephus also
mentions that the plant called amomum grew at the
ark site. Amomum grows pro lifica lly today on and
around the site identif ied by the Turkish captain but
not at all in the basaltic lava and ice in the upp er
several thousand feet of Mt. Ararat.
21

hat did we find? The most exciting evidence
was from a metal detector that David Fasold
brought on the expedition. This detector indicated
lines of metal underground in the site. We surmised
these lines to represent rows of nails or spikes. They
form an organized pattern with longitudinal as well
as tranverse lines. The longitudinal lines (see photo
"Lower end of site looking south") converge to
points at either end of the site. Further, the shape of
the site itself is strongly suggestive that it contains the
remains of a giant boat. Visual evidence suggests a
scenario in which the ark came to rest several hundred or perhaps even a thousand feet higher in
elevation. Then at a later time a mud slide carried it
to its present location where it grounded on an up-
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ward protruding outcrop of bed rock. During the
course of the mudslide the interior of the boat was
filled with mud and rocks. As the level of mud outside the boat subsided somewhat, the pressure of
the mud inside pushed the walls of the boat outward
to produce the unusual topographic contour of the
ground surface within (see photo "Lower end of site,
looking south").
This contour
consists of a
depression just inside the walls and central hump
running down the length of the site. The bedrock on
which the boat grounded is now exposed at the surface, extending from the west side approximately to
the center (see photo "Southeasterly view of the
site"). The metal lines bend sharply around this rock
outcrop, which suggests the boat's bottom structure
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was severely disrupted as it impacted the rock. A
sample collected at the surface from what we
guessed might represent the remains of a deck beam
turned out to be approximately 90 percent iron
oxide in the shape of a right angle. This evidence,
although meager, suggests the metal we were
detecting is iron. (The biblical record indicates that
metal was in use prior to the ark; see Gen. 4:22.)
Needless to say, we returned from our trip in June
quite excited. Although excavation appeared to be
the next logical step, the Turkish authorities would
not permit us to do any digging this seasom. David
Fasold had already investigated the possibility of
using a piece of high-techology equipment known as
a subsurface interface radar to obtain a threedimensional image of the underground structure.
We therefore proceeded to plan a second expedition for August with the primary objective being
the application of this underground radar. Tom Anderson, an attorney from California, when presented
with our findings and plans, volunteered to provide
the funds needed to lease the radar.
On August 1 a team of seven of us left for Turkey.
David Fasold plus a radar technician were scheduled
to arrive on August 17 with the radar. In the meantime, the advance team would survey the site, attempt some drilling, and repeat the metal detector
scan. We arrived on Monday, August 5, and started

to work. Drilling with a motor-powered
auger
proved unsuccessful because of the high concentration of rocks in the mud flow material. The metal
scan again resulted in the amazing pattern of lines.
Then on the morning of August IO the operation
came to a halt. Kurdish terrorists had taken control
of Mt. Ararat about August I and had been robbing
and terrorizing the several mountaineering and arkhunting groups who had attempted to climb the
mountain.
The Turkish government
therefore
declared martial law in the region and began a series
of military operations to rid the mountain of the
terrorists. No one was allowed to climb Mt. Ararat,
and we were also denied access to our site even
though it was some fifteen miles from where the
terrorists were. The radar equipment arrived on
schedule; and since its use was our main objective,
several of us remained in the town of Dogubeuazit
hoping the situation would cairn down and we
would have at least another day or two on the site.
But that never happened. I returned to the United
States on August 21, the radar followed on the 26th.
The second trip was, therefore, a disappointment.
However, because we had marked the metal lines
with bright yellow three-inch plastic tape before
martial law was imposed, our site was quite
noticeable. It drew considerable attention from
(continued on p. 14)
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This fragile, unbelievable home ,
networked, squirming with plutonic life,
and atmosphered with a dome of blue,
extends a comfort zone that quickens.
Up from the vast (to us) intricate
surface, a few of our kind lifted
in canisters of hell-fire and noise,
and flashed down images of our MOM.
Their views of cloud formations should shock
the most progressive, dissatisfied,
earthbound dreamer out of his secular
apotheosis of anthropos.
Yes, exploration is good, worthy
of our Will-To-Meaning,
a grasping
of a more than just-as-1 -am-nessbut really now, a "Conquest of Space"?
Our beautiful (but poisoned) home pulls
our attention back from merciless space,
a place of abnormal existence,
a realm of freak death outside pressure suits.
I admit that we have our kinds of death
infesting our green and blue cradle,
but they are familiar terminations.
In earth we can mingle with new life.
Roaring through

incredible

night, no.
-Bill

Jenkins
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